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PART 1 - INTRODUCTION
1. FBC sets out below its reply to the Final Argument filed by Interveners to this proceeding
pursuant to the Regulatory Timetable established in Commission Order G-127-17.
Capitalized terms used in this Reply Argument have the same meanings as defined in FBC’s
Final Argument, dated October 12, 2017.
2. FBC continues to rely on the Reconsideration Application (Ex. B-1), its Final Argument,
and the evidence submitted in this proceeding as well as in the proceeding for FBC’s 2016
NM Application. We have endeavoured to avoid repeating in this Reply Argument
submissions that FBC has previously made. To the extent any points made by Interveners
in their Final Argument are not specifically addressed in this Reply Argument, they should
not be taken as agreed to by FBC.
3. Before describing the positions taken by Interveners in their respective written submissions,
we consider it useful to reiterate the scope of this reconsideration proceeding. As the
Commission determined in its Phase 1 decision, Order G-76-17, “The scope of the second
phase is limited to the issues raised in FBC’s Reconsideration Application”.1 FBC’s
Reconsideration Application raised three issues as a basis for reconsideration and variance
of the Commission’s 2016 NM Order:
(a)

Whether the Commission panel majority erred in its interpretation of the rights
and obligations under RS 95 by determining that FBC cannot remove customers
from the NM program that consistently produce annual NEG;2

(b)

Whether the Commission panel majority erred in rejecting the kWh Bank
proposal;3 and

1

BCUC Order G-76-17, Appendix A, p. 5 (underlining added)
Ex. B-1, para. 2(a) and Part IV
3
Ex. B-1, para. 2(b) and Part V
2

-2(c)

Whether the Commission panel majority erred in its determination that retail
rates are the appropriate price to compensate NM customers for NEG.4

4. The Commission reconsideration panel was persuaded that a prima facie case had been
made that the panel majority may have erred in respect of each of these issues.5 The scope
of the Phase 2 process and of final argument is limited to these issues pursuant to the Phase
1 order. The Phase 1 order also granted FBC leave to introduce new evidence on the items
filed for reconsideration.6 No Interveners sought leave to file their own new evidence and
none were granted leave to do so.
5. The following is a summary of what FBC understands the Interveners’ respective positions
to be in respect of the Reconsideration Application based on the submitted Final Argument:
(a)

CEC


CEC generally supports the Reconsideration Application and recommends that
the Commission approve it as proposed by FBC except with respect to the annual
compensation price for NEG.7



CEC submits that FBC should pay the BC Hydro RS 3808 Tranche 1 rate, but
discounted by at least 10 percent to reflect the lower value of NM energy to the
utility and ratepayers.8

(b)

BCSEA


4

BCSEA supports FBC’s adoption of a kWh Bank mechanism as proposed.9

Ex. B-1, para. 2(c) and Part VI
BCUC Order G-76-17, Appendix A, p. 5
6
BCUC Order G-76-17, para. 3
7
CEC Final Argument, dated October 26, 2017, para. 3
8
CEC Final Argument, paras. 4, 47
9
BCSEA Final Argument, dated October 26, 2017, p. 3 of 8
5
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BCSEA also supports using the Tranche 1 price from RS 3808 as the price for
annual NEG.10 This was a change from BCSEA’s position in the 2016 NM
Application process. BCSEA submitted that, in light of the Commission’s
determination in the 2016 NM Order that the NM program is intended to limit
customer generation to unanticipated annual NEG, NM customers’ annual NEG
cannot be considered firm supply.11 Accordingly, BCSEA now agrees that the
RS 3808 Tranche 1 rate, which is the highest price FBC pays for non-firm
energy, is the appropriate price rather than FBC’s LRMC.



BCSEA opposes the concept of removal of existing NM participants from the
program due to persistent annual NEG; however, if such removals do occur
BCSEA supports in principle the development of options that would provide
reasonable compensation for energy delivered by such customers to FBC’s
electrical system.12

(c)

Mr. Donald Scarlett


Mr. Scarlett’s Final Argument does not take any clear or specific position on any
of the issues raised in the Reconsideration Application.



Mr. Scarlett’s Final Argument is, in counsel’s respectful view, almost entirely
an ad hominem attack that, for example, accuses FBC of “egregious behaviour”
and “false claims and intimidation” and describes this Commission process as
“an abuse of the public” and “a lawyer-driven travesty”.13 Apart from having
nothing to do with the issues raised in this reconsideration proceeding, Mr.
Scarlett does not attempt to substantiate his allegations – other than, it would
seem, on the basis of FBC pursuing the 2016 NM Application and this
Reconsideration Application at all.

Of course, both of these regulatory

proceedings are regular, transparent Commission processes authorized under

10

BCSEA Final Argument, p. 5 of 8
Ibid.
12
BCSEA Final Argument, p. 8 of 8
13
Scarlett Final Argument, dated October 26, 2017, p. 1-3
11

-4valid provincial legislation. The Commission has conducted these proceedings
in accordance with the requirements of administrative law applicable pursuant
to the UCA, the Administrative Tribunals Act, S.B.C., 2004, c. 45, and the
common law Interveners such as Mr. Scarlett have received all applicable
procedural rights.


In any event, FBC has addressed some of Mr. Scarlett’s submissions below, to
the extent that they have any connection to the issues raised in this
Reconsideration Application.

(d)

Mr. Andy Shadrack


Mr. Shadrack’s Final Argument contains a variety of submissions that are
beyond the scope of this reconsideration process.

Mr. Shadrack’s Final

Argument also makes extensive reference to evidence that he did not seek or
obtain leave to file (in fact his Phase 1 submissions indicated he would not be
participating further in this proceeding14) and which has not been subject to IRs.


To the extent Mr. Shadrack’s submissions are in-scope, FBC understands his
main arguments to be as follows. With respect to the kWh Bank proposal, Mr.
Shadrack opposes its adoption because he prefers the current dollar credit system
based on his particular circumstances.15 He also argues that the kWh Bank
would lessen the potential benefits of time-of-use (TOU) rates.16



Mr. Shadrack opposes FBC’s proposal to compensate annual NEG at the RS
3808 Tranche 1 rate. He appears to argue that FBC charges him more for the
energy he consumes than he receives as a credit for deliveries to FBC. He
questions why he should not be able to offset completely the full cost of
electrical service though generation he delivers to FBC’s system. 17

14

Ex. C4-1, p. 6
Shadrack Final Argument, dated October 26, 2017, p. 11-12
16
Shadrack Final Argument, p. 13
17
Shadrack Final Argument, p. 7
15

He also

-5argues that FBC uses the NM program to arbitrage the generation it receives
from NM customers and earns a profit margin he calculates, based on current
billing practices, at 34.6 percent on the re-sale of this power to other customers.18
He suggests that he and other NM customers are in fact subsidizing nonparticipating customers, not the other way around, and that it is not appropriate
to reduce annual NEG compensation to $48 per MWh (i.e. the RS 3808 Tranche
1 rate) in these circumstances19


Regarding the issue of eligibility for RS 95, Mr. Shadrack argues that FBC
should not be entitled to remove customers for producing consistent annual NEG
because, on his reading of the tariff, this is not one of the grounds he “can
conceive of” for interrupting service or removal.20 He also argues that FBC
should not be entitled to do so because it did not previously remove a customer
whose NM system increased in nameplate capacity and who continued to receive
compensation for NEG.21 He cites the legal principles of promissory estoppel
and legitimate expectations in support of this argument.22

(e)

BCOAPO


BCOAPO did not file a Final Argument, although it did participate in earlier
stages of the reconsideration proceeding. In its Phase 1 Submissions, BCOAPO
supported FBC’s Reconsideration Application proceeding to Phase 2.23
BCOAPO’s Phase 1 Submissions indicated support for FBC’s substantive
position on the tariff interpretation issues and the compensation rate for NEG,
although they also noted BCOAPO’s prior opposition to the kWh Bank in the
2016 NM Application process.24 In BCOAPO’s last filing in this proceeding,

18

Ibid.
Shadrack Final Argument, p. 7, 9
20
Shadrack Final Argument, p. 15
21
Shadrack Final Argument, p. 17
22
Ibid.
23
Ex. C2-1
24
Ibid.
19

-6an email from Ms. Leigha Worth to the Commission Secretary, dated September
7, 2017, Ms. Worth stated that, “[A]fter reviewing the Commission Staff and
Intervener IR’s, BCOAPO has no additional issues to canvass. As a result, we
will not be filing IR’s and we await FBC’s responses with great interest”.25


In the absence of BCOAPO filing a Final Argument for Phase 2 of this process,
FBC does not consider it appropriate to speculate on what BCOAPO’s final
position may be on the merits of the issues under reconsideration, in light of the
IR responses and the Final Argument FBC subsequently filed. FBC suggests,
in these circumstances, that the Commission should consider BCOAPO to have
taken no formal position on the issues raised by the Reconsideration
Application.
PART 2 - RECONSIDERATION SCOPE ISSUES

6. Mr. Shadrack’s Final Argument contains submissions that are outside the scope of the issues
approved for reconsideration in Commission Order G-76-17.
7. Pages 1-3 of Mr. Shadrack’s Final Argument, under the heading “Setting a Framework for
Discussion”, contains a description of Mr. Shadrack’s household circumstances and a
discussion regarding DSM and energy conservation that do not have any clear connection
or relevance to the issues in this process.
8. Pages 3-7 of Mr. Shadrack’s Final Argument, under the heading “Defining Net Excess
Generation” contains submissions concerning the definition or re-definition of NEG. The
definition of NEG has not been a topic of discussion in this process to date. In FBC’s view,
there is little cause for confusion or need to redefine NEG as anything other than as clearly
stated in RS 95. There, in the “Definitions” section, it is stated that “Net Excess Generation
results when over a billing period, Net Generation exceeds Net Consumption.”

Mr.

Shadrack’s submissions on this issue are out-of-scope and will not be addressed further.

25

Ex. C2-3

-7PART 3 - FBC REPLY SUBMISSIONS
A. kWh Bank Issues
9. As noted above, both the CEC and BCSEA support FBC’s kWh Bank proposal.
10. The CEC’s Final Argument states that it “concurs with FBC regarding the merits of a kWh
Bank as outlined in their Final Argument and in their original application”.26 The CEC then
provides the following helpful summary: “the bank creates less volatility, is cost effective,
favourable to the majority of appropriately sized customers, and better reflects the intent of
the tariff which is to enable customers to offset electricity purchases, rather than to use FBC
resources as a means to profit”.27
11. BCSEA likewise focuses on the merits of the kWh Bank and outlines a number of reasons
that “the kWh Bank is superior to the Dollar Bank” at page 4 of its Final Argument. These
reasons are generally consistent with those expressed in FBC’s Final Argument at pages 1620.
12. Mr. Scarlett does not take any clear position in his Final Argument regarding the kWh Bank
proposal or provide any substantive argument against its approval.
13. Mr. Shadrack does oppose the adoption of a kWh Bank. However, he does not specifically
contest any of the benefits of a kWh banking mechanism as articulated in FBC’s Final
Argument. In fact, he quite candidly acknowledges that, “The majority of NM customers
that our household knows are ready and willing to accept that FBC should be allowed to
adopt a kWh bank rather than calculate the $ value of any credit at the various rates
customers now pay”.28
14. Mr. Shadrack’s main source of opposition to the proposal appears to be his belief that his
household would be better off under the existing dollar credit system based on their own

26

CEC Final Argument, para. 21
CEC Final Argument, para. 23 (internal footnotes omitted)
28
Shadrack Final Argument, p. 11
27

-8idiosyncratic circumstances.29 FBC does not have any particular position or view on Mr.
Shadrack’s household finances and budgeting practices; however, based on the information
he has provided, the kWh Bank would have no negative financial consequence for Mr.
Shadrack over the course of a year. His stated preference for the dollar credit system
appears to be based only on increased bill volatility.
15. FBC structures its rates primarily in accordance with established principles of utility
ratemaking, in particular cost of service, and not based on the particular preferences or
circumstances of individual customers. The design of the kWh Bank proposal provides
potential benefits to the majority of customers that adhere to the NM program’s purpose. It
is also, in conjunction with a change to the avoided cost rate for annual NEG, the most
practical mechanism to mitigate against the inherent subsidy built into the NM program. In
FBC’s respectful submission, Mr. Shadrack’s personal preferences based on his
household’s individual circumstance should not be determinative.
16. Furthermore, FBC disputes that a customer with Mr. Shadrack’s consumption and generation
profile is better off financially with the dollar credit system, when a full year of billing is
considered or that other customers would share his household’s particular preferences on this
matter. Using the information Mr. Shadrack has provided in Appendix B of his Final Argument,
the billing profile of his premises is as follows:
Billing Period (2017)
kWh Delivered (to
customer)
kWh Received (from
customer)
Net Excess
Generation (NEG)

February

April

June

August

October

538

364

445

363

373

89

102

334

713

517

0

0

0

350

144

17. The total NEG for the first five billing periods of 2017 was therefore 494 kWh (all at Tier 1).

29

Shadrack Final Argument, p. 11-12

-918. Under the current billing calculation methodology, the value of this NEG would be 494 kWh x
$0.10117 = $49.98. This dollar amount is credited to the account, reducing the amount payable
in subsequent billing periods.

19. Using a kWh Bank, Mr. Shadrack’s NEG would carry forward to offset Tier 1 consumption in
a future billing period and would have exactly the same value. In fact, for Mr. Shadrack, even
if the purchase price for the accumulated annual unused NEG were set at the avoided cost rate,
the value would remain the same because in his case it is highly likely that all NEG would go
to offset future consumption.

20. For example, if it is assumed that Mr. Shadrack’s generation and consumption in December
2017 and February 2018 would be similar to the previous years, the final value of his NEG, and
total billing for this period, based on 2017 rates, would appear as in the table below (which
shows the current billing practice for the NM program, followed by billing using a kWh Bank):
Consumption/Generation (kWh)
Billing Period
(2017/18)
kWh Delivered (to
customer)
kWh Received (from
customer)
Net Excess Generation
Net Consumption

February

April

June

August

October

December

February

538

364

445

363

373

542

538

89

102

334

713

517

57

89

0

0

0

350

144

0

0

449

262

111

-350

-144

485

449

Current Billing ($)
Basic Charge

32.09

32.09

32.09

32.09

32.09

32.09

32.09

Tier 1

45.43

26.51

11.23

-35.41

-14.57

49.07

45.43

77.52

58.60

43.32

-3.32

17.52

81.16

77.52

Tier 2
Total
Cumulative Total

$352.31
Billing with a kWh Bank ($)
449

262

111

0

0

0

440

Basic Charge

32.09

32.09

32.09

32.09

32.09

32.09

32.09

Tier 1

45.43

26.51

11.23

0.00

0.00

0.00

44.51

77.52

58.60

43.32

32.09

32.09

32.09

76.60

Billed kWh

Tier 2
Total
Cumulative Total

$352.31

- 10 21. Under both the existing dollar credit system and using the proposed kWh Bank, the value of
Mr. Shadrack’s NEG is the same, and the total billing is the same. The difference is that the
kWh Bank produces less variability in total bill amounts than the current billing practice. While
Mr. Shadrack may express a preference for a situation that would produce pre-tax bills of $3.32, $17.52, and $81.16 in succession from August through October rather than consistent
bill amounts of $32.09 in each of the same three billing periods, FBC does not expect that this
preference would be widely shared among customers.

22. Mr. Shadrack’s other point about the kWh Bank proposal is that it would eliminate the
incentives associated with TOU pricing mechanisms.30
23. Mr. Shadrack’s argument in this regard does not account for the fact that FBC’s kWh Bank
proposal in the 2016 NM Application, as it applies to TOU customers, is for NEG to be
banked in time differentiated “buckets” based on whether the generation occurs during onpeak or off-peak hours. A TOU customer could then offset on-peak consumption with
banked on-peak generation credits in subsequent billing periods (and vice versa for banked
off-peak NEG). Appendix A to FBC’s 2016 NM Application contains a detailed description
of the billing process for TOU customers under the proposed kWh Bank system.31 The
kWh Bank proposal does not, therefore, dis-incentivise TOU customers in the NM program
from generating during periods of peak demand nor from reducing consumption during
those periods.
24. In addition, most NM customers use solar PV systems that they cannot physically operate
at increased generation capacity during peak periods when TOU rates are higher. Selfgeneration for these customers is inherently limited by the timing and amount of sunlight,
so it is unlikely that the pricing incentive associated with TOU rates would actually lead to
increased NM generation during peak periods in any event.
25. FBC also notes that its current TOU rate for residential service (RS 2A) values energy at
19.710¢ per kWh. If regular residential retail rates overvalue NEG – and FBC submits that

30
31

Shadrack Final Argument, p. 13
2016 NM Application, Ex. B-1, App. A, p. 3-4

- 11 they do – then under a dollar credit system this TOU rate provides an even higher level of
over-compensation, even if it was the case that the energy is generated during peak hours.
26. FBC presently has only a single customer on a TOU rate that is participating in the NM
program. The potential impact of a kWh Bank on TOU practices that Mr. Shadrack alleges,
and which FBC does not believe would arise for the reasons stated, is not material in any
case and could not be empirically determined given the current lack of TOU customers
participating in the NM program.
27. For these reasons, in our respectful submission, Mr. Shadrack has not raised any meritorious
reason to oppose the kWh Bank proposal. Indeed, CEC’s and BCSEA’s submissions
provide further support for the proposal being adopted and the majority of NM customers
that Mr. Shadrack indicates he has contacted are also receptive to the kWh Bank being
implemented.
B. NEG Compensation Issues

i. BCSEA/CEC Support RS 3808 Tranche 1 to Compensate Annual NEG
28. FBC’s Reconsideration Application seeks orders that would have the effect of approving
the implementation of the kWh Bank and setting the BC Hydro RS 3808 Tranche 1 rate as
the compensation price for accumulated NEG remaining in a customer’s bank at year’s end
(referred to in this proceeding as “annual NEG”).
29. BCSEA supports the use of the RS 3808 Tranche 1 rate as the annual NEG compensation
price. BCSEA submits that, because of the Commission’s decision on the 2016 NM
Application limiting the NM program to self-generation not anticipated to exceed annual
consumption, annual NEG cannot be considered firm supply.32 As such, BCSEA agrees
that the RS 3808 Tranche 1 rate is the appropriate reference point for the price of annual
NEG as it is the highest price FBC pays for non-firm energy from IPPs.33

32
33

BCSEA Final Argument, p. 5 of 8
Ibid.

- 12 30. CEC agrees with FBC that retail rates are not the appropriate price for annual NEG because
they do not reflect the value or usefulness of the NEG resource to FBC and other
ratepayers.34 CEC notes that current retail rates result in FBC purchasing NEG at a price
above its average sale price and above its value to the utility; further, NEG is neither firm
nor long term and may not be required when delivered to FBC.35 As FBC could readily
acquire more valuable energy from for-profit vendors at lower prices, CEC submits that it
is inappropriate for FBC to acquire energy at higher rates “in order to benefit an extremely
limited group of customers at the expense of others”.36 Accordingly, CEC recommends that
the Commission establish a compensation rate for annual NEG at a discount of at least 10
percent to the RS 3808 Tranche 1 rate.37
31. FBC agrees with the sentiment behind CEC’s proposal for annual NEG compensation and
submits that the points CEC has noted in its Final Argument on this issue have merit.
Indeed, FBC’s position throughout these proceedings has been that retail rates overcompensate NEG based on its resource value, the current cost of energy, and FBC’s existing
resource needs and that non-participating customers are subsidizing the NM program. FBC
nonetheless maintains its position – consistent with the 2016 NM Application and the
Reconsideration Application – that the RS 3808 Tranche 1 rate is the appropriate proxy for
short term, non-firm supply and the Commission should approve it as the compensation
price for annual NEG.

ii. Mr. Scarlett’s Opposition
32. Mr. Scarlett does not take any clear position as to the appropriate compensation rate for
NEG or annual NEG in his Final Argument. His only suggestion that bears directly on this
issue is that if FBC had any “common sense” in its approach to NM it “would take advantage
of the opportunity to resell Net Metering NEG at a fair price (slightly above the regular

34

CEC Final Argument, paras. 35-36
CEC Final Argument, para. 37
36
CEC Final Argument, para. 40
37
CEC Final Argument, para. 47
35

- 13 retail rate) to environmentally conscious customers who for various reasons can’t selfgenerate – and split the profit fairly between the Company and NEG producers”.38
33. While this may be “common sense” to Mr. Scarlett, it is directly contrary to both the intent
of the NM program as approved by the Commission and to general principles of utility
ratemaking based on cost of service.
34. Mr. Scarlett also notes receiving a PowerPoint handout at an FBC open-house in 2009 that
stated: “Net Excess Generation (NEG) valued at retail”.39 FBC notes that NM customers
will continue to receive retail rates for billing period NEG under the proposed changes. If
Mr. Scarlett’s submission is that FBC must continue to compensate annual NEG at retail
rates as a result, then this submission contradicts his above-noted suggestion that NM
customers should receive an additional profit margin through an arbitrage process involving
resale of NEG at higher than retail prices.
35. Further, the NEG compensation price is part of a rate schedule, which both FBC’s Electric
Tariff and the UCA make clear is subject to amendment from time to time with the
Commission’s approval.40 NM customers are not entitled to greater certainty regarding
their electricity rates than any other FBC customer.

iii. Mr. Shadrack’s Opposition
36. To the extent Mr. Shadrack’s submissions are within the scope of Commission Order G-7617, his main points in opposition to FBC’s proposal appear to be that:
(a)

His household pays more for the energy it consumes than it receives in credits
for the generation it transfers to FBC, that FBC is profiting on the resale of NM
generation, and, accordingly NM customers are actually subsidizing nonparticipating FBC ratepayers;41

38

Scarlett Final Argument, p. 2
Scarlett Final Argument, Appendix A
40
FBC Electric Tariff, BCUC No. 2, Second Revision TC 17, s. 6.3; UCA, ss. 61-63
41
Shadrack Final Argument, p. 7, 10
39

- 14 (b)

That his household (and presumably other NM customers) should be able to
offset 100% of the Customer Charge because he is transferring a valued
commodity in exchange for the infrastructure costs associated with the Customer
Charge (referred to by Mr. Shadrack as the “Basic Charge”);42

(c)

That using the RS 3808 Tranche 1 rate because it is used to compensate energy
deliveries from IPPs is inappropriate because NM customers generate a
“completely different” kind of power;43 and

(d)

That FBC cannot argue for a NEG value of $48 per MWh while at the same time
presenting an LRMC for clean or renewable resources of $100.45 per MWh in
the 2016 LTERP.44

37. Regarding the first argument described above, we note that Mr. Shadrack relies on new
evidence he has filed with his Final Argument that summarizes his household’s energy
consumption and generation for the period from 2005-2017. Mr. Shadrack did not seek nor
obtain leave of the Commission to file new evidence as part of Phase 1 of this
reconsideration process. Indeed, his Phase 1 submissions specifically stated that he “would
decline to even attempt to participate” further in the proceeding.45 As a result, his new
evidence (which did not include original billing documentation) has not been subject to
testing or even clarification through an IR process.
38. FBC nonetheless submits that the new evidence neither supports Mr. Shadrack’s arguments
nor justifies the use of retail rates to compensate NEG. If the Commission is prepared to
consider Mr. Shadrack’s new evidence , then FBC provides the following submissions in
reply.

42

Shadrack Final Argument, p. 7
Shadrack Final Argument, p. 9
44
Shadrack Final Argument, p. 11
45
Ex. C4-1, p. 6
43

- 15 39. First, the calculations Mr. Shadrack provides in an attempt to show that he actually pays
more for energy received from FBC than the value he receives for NEG are not valid. At
the bottom of page 7 of his Final Argument, Mr. Shadrack states that:
So far in 2017 the value credited to our household for net metered energy is
$101.17 per MWh, while we paid $191.52 for .328 MWh of net
consumption, which is the equivalent of $583.9 per MWh (Appendix B). If
we divide the amount $191.52 by the gross number of MWh purchased from
the Company of 2.083, we achieve a $91.94 per MWh value. Thus the net
effect of the cost of the current Basic Charge is to nearly neutralize the credit
value transfer of some 1.755 MWh of net metered energy [i.e. Mr.
Shadrack’s cumulative total generation delivered to FBC in 2017; see para.
16, above].
Given that our household, in 2017, has paid somewhere between $91.94 per
MWh for the gross amount of energy purchased and $583.90 per MWh for
the net amount of energy consumed, while being credited $101.17 per MWh
for the energy transferred to the FBC grid, we are hard pressed to understand
the claims of the Company that they and other customers are subsidizing
our enrollment in the NM Program. We think it might be the other way
around, and note that FBC grosses $34.64 on retail of our electricity which
is a 34.6% return over purchase price.
40. FBC does not agree with the calculations Mr. Shadrack has provided. For one, it is not
appropriate to calculate the value of NEG by dividing the NEG account credits by the energy
delivered to FBC (resulting in the $0.10117 per kWh rate), but then to calculate the
consumption rate by dividing the total billed amount, inclusive of the NEG credits and
Customer Charges, by the net consumption over the period. FBC simply notes that Mr.
Shadrack never consumes energy above the Tier 1 threshold and never has excess
generation above the Tier 1 threshold. Mr. Shadrack pays the Tier 1 price for all net
consumption and in the few instances where he has been a net generator over the course of
a billing period his account has been credited at the same Tier 1 rate. It is not possible that
FBC has earned a 34 percent profit, or any profit, on these transactions.
41. Mr. Shadrack bases his entire line of argument on the fallacious assumption that comparing
the NEG compensation rate, in isolation, to the retail rates paid by residential customers
yields a simple margin of profit to FBC. Such a comparison could be done with any of

- 16 FBC’s power supply resources. It is not done because it ignores the fact that power supply
costs are only one of the costs of providing service to customers.
42. As FBC explained in detail to Mr. Shadrack in response to his IRs in this reconsideration
process, the rates FBC charges customers are based on the costs of service, including the
cost to acquire power and to deliver it.46 The 13.48¢ per kWh figure (or $134.80 per MWh
as expressed in Mr. Shadrack’s Final Argument) from which Mr. Shadrack derives his
argument that FBC grosses $34.64 per MWh on the resale of his NM energy, represents the
entire residential revenue requirement, inclusive of all costs of providing service to
customers (not just energy).47 The 10.11¢ per kWh rate Mr. Shadrack has calculated for his
NEG credits, on the other hand, represents the value placed only on the energy FBC
effectively purchased from him (the average rate for all NM customers being 12.4¢ per
kWh).48 If this energy was included in FBC’s power purchase portfolio, it would be pooled
and delivery costs applied on an average basis across the Company’s load.49
43. Furthermore, in Mr. Shadrack’s own calculations later at page 9 of his Written Argument
(which FBC does not agree are valid), he expresses FBC’s average residential revenue as
being divided between “non-electric cost” of $71.31 per MWh and $62.9 per MWh for
energy. An apples-to-apples comparison of the $62.9 per MWh figure he calculates for
FBC’s retail rate of energy and the $101.17 per MWh figure for his household’s NEG shows
that even his own calculations contradict the position that FBC is arbitraging NM energy at
a profit.
44. Mr. Shadrack’s calculations and comparisons are without merit, as is his suggestion that his
NM system is subsidizing other customers.
45. The reality that NM customers are actually the beneficiaries of a subsidy paid for by other
utility customers in a system that ascribes full retail value to NM generation is well
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- 17 established. FBC’s submissions in this regard are not novel. For example, in its most recent
net metering evaluation report, BC Hydro stated that:
[Greater participation in the Net Metering program] may become a
significant issue for BC Hydro, as these partially self-sufficient customers
still require energy from BC Hydro on demand. Yet, under our current rate
structure, they would not pay their proportionate share of the utility’s
infrastructure cost as BC Hydro recovers the majority of its fixed demand
related costs through the variable energy rate. This means the majority of
our infrastructure costs and upgrades may be borne by a declining number
of non-participating customers.
This is evidenced in numerous other jurisdictions, such as California,
Nevada, Arizona, and Hawaii. […]50
46. This also speaks to Mr. Shadrack’s question in his Final Argument as to why his household
“should ... only be allowed to offset 55% of the infrastructure costs charged to us and not
100%”.51 While we are unaware of the source of the purported 55 percent limit he expresses
in this regard, the broad answer to his question is: because Mr. Shadrack, like all other NM
customers, makes extensive use of FBC’s electrical system even in circumstances where
energy consumption and generation nets to zero (or NEG is produced) in a given month.
Customers should not pay $0 while still being connected to FBC’s system on a continuous
basis, 24 hours a day.
47. Mr. Shadrack also questions using the RS 3808 Tranche 1 rate to compensate annual NEG
on the grounds that the NEG FBC receives from NM customers and IPP generation “are
two completely different kinds of power”.52 The sole explanation he provides for this
statement is that IPP generation requires delivery and is therefore subject to line losses of
up to 8 percent, whereas NM power “arrives at the point of re-sale without any
accompanying line losses, and unless it is sold outside of the local area network where it is
purchased, it never uses FBC’s transmission system at all”.53
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- 18 48. The flaw in this argument is that it seeks to place a higher price on NEG because it can be
consumed locally, but without acknowledging or accounting for the fact that FBC’s
electricity rates are set on the established postage-stamp basis that applies regardless of
customer location.54 FBC does not expect that Mr. Shadrack, as a resident of Kaslo, BC,
would want his electricity rates to include the actual delivery and associated infrastructure
charges for his energy consumption rather than the pooled average for all of FBC’s service
territory – but that is the trade-off that is intrinsic to his argument.
49. Finally, the LRMC of clean or renewable resources from FBC’s 2016 LTERP that Mr.
Shadrack references in his Final Argument is not relevant to the value of annual NEG
because NEG is not a long term or a firm resource. The reality is that FBC has sufficient
planned and committed resources to meet its customers’ needs in the short to medium term
and little need for the NEG produced by its NM customers (which is also typically
transferred in the summer months when it is of less value to FBC from a system
management perspective). The most comparable alternative resources – short-term market
purchases or deliveries from IPPs – are also much lower cost.
50. In all of these circumstances, the RS 3808 Tranche 1 rate reflects the appropriate avoided
cost of energy at which to value annual NEG. It should not be forgotten that, if the kWh
Bank is implemented in conjunction with this compensation price, NM customers will still
receive the equivalent of full retail value for monthly NEG that is banked and used to offset consumption in subsequent billing periods.
C. RS 95 Interpretation and Eligibility Issues
51. The final issue is FBC’s asserted right to remove NM customers from the program who, by
virtue of producing persistent annual NEG, do not meet the eligibility requirements in RS
95.
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- 19 52. CEC agrees with FBC’s interpretation of RS 95 and submits that “the right of removal is
both logical and a standard concept in the electric tariff where customers do not satisfy the
eligibility nor the intent of the tariff”.55 CEC further submits that, “the intent of the program
has been clear since the outset, the production of persistent annual NEG should be a rare
occurrence and could have adverse impacts on the FBC system or its customers”.56
Accordingly, CEC recommends the Commission rescind its 2016 NM Order as requested
by FBC in this regard.57
53. BCSEA acknowledges that in general a utility has the authority to remove customers from
a particular program where they are not in compliance with the program’s eligibility
criteria.58 However, with respect to the small number of NM customers that do have the
capability to produce annual NEG, BCSEA takes the position, consistent with its
submissions in respect of the 2016 NM Application, that they should not be removed from
the program and the focus should instead be on the compensation they receive. 59 If
removals are to occur, BCSEA supports in principle the development of options, such as
FBC’s suggestion in its response to BCSEA IR 1.8.3.1, to provide a reasonable level of
compensation for the delivery of energy by such customers to the FBC system.60
54. There is merit in BCSEA’s focus on compensation as the more important issue. From a
practical perspective, the right to remove customers from RS 95 for producing persistent
annual NEG will have less significance if the Reconsideration Application is allowed on
the other issues. If the kWh Bank is approved with annual NEG compensated at the RS3808
Tranche 1 rate, rather than retail, then some of the problems associated with persistent
annual NEG – in particular, the extent to which it exacerbates the inherent subsidy in favour
of NM customers – will be reduced (although not eliminated).
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- 20 55. FBC still considers that recognition of the meaning and consequences of the eligibility
criteria in RS 95 is important for the reasons expressed in its Final Argument. It is more
appropriate for customers that are ineligible due to their persistent annual NEG production
to be removed from the NM program and compensated on some other basis for their
generation transfers to FBC (like the option FBC has outlined in its response to BCSEA IR
1.8.3.1), rather than to stay in the NM Program. Such customers have more in common
with IPPs than they do with regular NM customers that simply offset some or all of their
load through self generation. In FBC’s submission, it is appropriate that they be treated and
compensated more like IPPs.
56. Mr. Scarlett and Mr. Shadrack both make similar arguments against FBC’s right to remove
customers. In effect, both submit that RS 95 does not express such a right with sufficient
clarity to justify its enforcement by FBC.61 With respect, this is not the standard by which
the terms of a legal instrument are interpreted and delineated. Further, neither Mr. Scarlett,
nor Mr. Shadrack have addressed the submissions at Part 2.A of FBC’s Final Argument,
which demonstrate that, properly interpreted, the plain meaning of the words used in RS 95
does support FBC’s right to remove.
57. Mr. Shadrack, in addition, argues that FBC’s continued service of a NM customer whose
system increased in nameplate capacity from 5 kW to 20.5 kW and its continued
compensation of this customer’s annual NEG precludes the right of removal from being
exercised.62

He cites the legal principles of “promissory estoppel” and “legitimate

expectations” in support of this argument.63
58. First of all, neither of these legal principles is applicable to the circumstances.
59. Promissory estoppel, among other things, requires (a) a “clear and unequivocal”
representation or promise made by the party against whom the estoppel is claimed, and (b)
a change in position by the party receiving the representation or promise to that party’s
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- 21 detriment.64 FBC has not made a clear and unequivocal promise, or any promise or
representation, to the customer referenced in Mr. Shadrack’s Final Argument that annual
NEG will continue to be compensated indefinitely. Further, this customer did not change
position in reliance on anything FBC said or did. The apparent change in nameplate
capacity of the NM system was made on this customer’s own initiative. For promissory
estoppel to apply, FBC would have had to promise this customer it would pay for all of the
increased annual NEG production before the change in generation capacity was undertaken.
That is the only way in which detrimental reliance could be established. However, there is
no evidence whatsoever of any such promise or commitment by FBC.
60. “Legitimate expectations” is an administrative law principle. It is part of the doctrine of
procedural fairness. It does not create substantive rights, but provides only procedural
protections.65 Accordingly, the “legitimate expectations” principle has no application to a
question of rights and obligations under a utility rate schedule. These are matters of
substance, not procedure.
61. In addition, FBC stated in its response to Shadrack IR 2.8 in the 2016 NM Application
process that it had been unable to locate any paperwork related to this NM customer’s
increase in generation capacity. In the absence of such visibility, the fact of the increase
would have been restricted to FBC’s billing staff, who are not involved in the approval of
NM systems and would not have been aware of their physical characteristics. It is not
reasonable to have expected FBC to take enforcement action against this customer in the
circumstances, much less to base a legal interpretation of the tariff provisions on them.
62. The circumstances of an individual NM customer are not determinative of the overall legal
interpretation and broad functioning of FBC’s Electric Tariff and Rate Schedules. If FBC,
on further review, determined that this customer was a persistent annual NEG producer and
that the circumstances justified removal from the NM program, then a complaint process
would be the appropriate venue in which the Commission could decide whether the specific
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- 22 facts or applicable legal principles would, for some reason, preclude FBC from carryingout the removal from RS 95.
PART 4 - CONCLUSION
63. For the reasons expressed above, and in FBC’s Final Argument, FBC submits that the
Reconsideration Application should be allowed and the orders described at paragraphs 5-7
of the Final Argument be granted.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED.
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